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To whom it may concern:

I would first like to commend Efficiency Maine for the work that went into the development of this plan,
especially the research done to look at neighboring state’s efficiency efforts and the best-practice policies
that they have instituted. The plan to move, and include, more measures into the distributor channel is a
solid strategy, especially in the circulator pump market.

Keeping these programs as simple as possible for the distributor to manage will be key in obtaining the
Trust’s goal of capturing three-quarters of residential circulator replacements through a midstream
discount. As the Triennial Plan moves forward from approval to implementation, the program design
phase will be critical in setting the Trust up for the desired success. Massachusetts is probably the best
example of a program design to benchmark, because of:

1. Their straightforward incentive rates based on horse-power ranges.
(It can also be categorized by Watts like is done in Vermont – which is the more common rating on
residentially sized ECM circulators. But certainly not amps, as is currently the case in the Maine
commercial pump criteria, which is not a common value for rating or selecting pumps),
2. The $100 residential circulator incentive amount
3. The easy-to-understand qualifying product definition
4. Their coordination with the distributor community
5. Their engagement with manufacturers and manufacturer’s sales representatives
6. Their communication and marketing efforts to the installing trade touting the benefits of purchasing a
high-efficient product
7. The overall consistency of the incentives over a sustained period to make sure there is contractor
confidence in the products and incentives.

Another issue being addressed in many states as their circulator incentive programs mature and they try
and gain a greater conversion share is the issue of truck stock. Since circulator pumps have a high end-
of-life replacement percentage, a serviceman will most likely have a common replacement circulator
stocked on his service truck. When it’s first purchased from the distributor he doesn’t yet know the
address of where it is going to be installed. Having a ‘lift’ program that replaces that initial circulator pump
with a high-efficient version is key in accelerating market transformation. Every other pump after that can
be backfilled with the installation address of the previously purchased circulator to meet the Trust’s M&V
reporting requirements from the distributor. Adding this reporting flexibility at the beginning of the
program’s design will help the Trust avoid some of the issues of slow uptake which other leading
incentive programs have experienced. 
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I would also suggest for greater success that the current Efficiency Maine commercial ECM pump
program looks at the option of paying the sales representative the incentive. Although most commercial
pumps in Maine still move through wholesale distributors the specification, sizing and quoting is almost
always done by someone further back in the distribution chain. By having the option to incentivize the
sales representative to select and quote a more efficient pump the better the chance one will ultimately
be purchased through distribution. Most distributors do not have the time or expertise to size, select and
re-quote a commercial pump to a high-efficient version for approval – they are simply the order taker and
payment processor. 

In the Triennial Plan, section 5.4.5 Program Design, the last paragraph talks about the importance of
third-party vetting. For pumps and circulators that would be the Hydraulic Institute (HI). HI is the pump
industries source for technical information, standards, and education. They have also developed testing
standards for both circulators and pumps (HI40.6-2018) which is referenced in the Department of
Energy’s Rulemaking on both products and maintain a database of equipment ratings and are promoting
an industry-accepted energy rating and labeling system (http://er.pumps.org/ratings/home). HI and the
energy rating database will be good resources if you chose to update your commercial pump incentive
programs following the implementation of the DOE Commercial & Industrial Pump rulemaking effective in
January 2020. I am currently the Chair of the Hydraulic Institute Labelling Committee and sit on the HI
Board of Directors, I’d be happy to connect you with the right people at HI when the time is right.

Another option to consider in the implementation of a high-efficiency circulator program is the unintended
design choices an incentive program can create. For a typical hydronic heating system, there will be
multiple zones, either controlled by a pump dedicated to each zone or a single pump and multiple zone
valves. When incentives are applied to ECM circulators, their price dips below the cost of a zone valve,
so the installing contractor is being encouraged to zone with circulators because it’s now less expensive
then zoning with zone valves. This usually results in a greater total energy load being installed, even
when the most efficient pumps are chosen. A highly efficient, variable speed residential circulator may
average about 20 watts of power usage when installed as an example (42 watts rated at full speed) but a
zone valve, such as Taco’s industry-leading Zone Sentry, consumes 1.44 watts when on. So a system of
5 pumps may have a maximum watt draw of 210 watts but the exact same system with 1 pump with 5
zone valves would have a max draw of under 50 watts. Incentivizing high-efficiency zone valves when
purchased on the same order as an ECM circulator will result in a lower total installed energy usage
system. Just another way to implement creative program design to maximize energy savings.

Please let me know how I can help make Efficiency Maine’s energy savings programs more successful. I
appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback and engage in the plan development, program
implementation, and program promotion.

Sincerely,
Mark Chaffee

Taco Comfort Systems
marcha@tacocomfort.com
401-942-8000 x277
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